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Early Risers is a podcast focused on how to talk with young children about 

race. Hosted by Dianne Haulcy, the podcast invites early childhood experts 

into conversations about how parents, caregivers and early childhood 

educators can tackle this big topic with the little ones in their lives. 

 

Discussion Guide 

Season 2, Episode 3: Rethinking Thanksgiving: How to speak to young children about 

historical and racialized trauma, released November 17, 2021 

Learning Goal: Discuss how to have conversations with young children about our 

country’s history and its treatment of Indigenous people. 

Suggested Conversation Length: 60 minutes 

https://www.mpr.org/collections/early-risers
https://www.thinksmall.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/dhaulcy-bio.pdf
https://www.mpr.org/episodes/2021/11/17/rethinking-thanksgiving-how-to-speak-to-young-children-about-historical-and-racialized-trauma
https://www.mpr.org/episodes/2021/11/17/rethinking-thanksgiving-how-to-speak-to-young-children-about-historical-and-racialized-trauma
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Background 

Many of us have been taught a false narrative of the origins of Thanksgiving, where Indigenous communities 

welcomed the European settlers. In reality, European colonizers worked to settle the land belonging to 

Indigenous Americans. Those stories we learned perpetuate harmful stereotypes of Indigenous people as 

docile, childlike and primitive. And they also whitewash a painful history of violence and colonization that 

continues to impact Indigenous communities today. 

Guest Bio 

Vanessa Goodthunder directs the Lower Sioux Early Head Start and Head Start program. It’s called C̣aƞṡayapi 

Waḳaƞyeża Owayawa Oṭi, which is Dakota for Lower Sioux Children Are Sacred School. She is from the Lower 

Sioux Indian Community, a Dakota community in southwest Minnesota described as "where they paint the 

trees red." Goodthunder is Bdewaḳaƞṭuwaƞ Dakota and Tódich'ii'nii Dine Navajo. Her Dakota name is Sna Sna 

Wiƞ. She learned to speak Dakota as an adult, and now she is committed to teaching it to Dakota children and 

revitalizing the language. 

Facilitator Tip 

There are many political and social justice issues related to a discussion of Native American history. Try to 

avoid any kind of political debate or discourse, and steer the conversation towards people’s feelings, 

thoughts and reactions as opposed to their political viewpoints. 

General Facilitator Tips 

• Read through all the questions first. 

• Reiterate that the purpose of the discussion is to learn from each other.  

• Create an agreement with everyone in the discussion group that helps create a safe, nonjudgmental 

atmosphere—talking about race can be difficult.  

• Be sensitive as to how people identify.  

• Be prepared for a response to any remarks that might be offensive. The person saying it may not be 

aware that it is offensive, so be gentle in pointing it out.  

Group Agreements 

Ground rules and group agreements are a way to respect safety. Ask members to brainstorm and collectively 

determine group agreements. Here are some agreements tools to use as a reference: 

• Group agreement information from Seeds for Change 

• Community Agreements tool from Just Lead Washington 

• Sample group agreement from GSAFE 

Commented [KD1]: I think these sections logically 
make sense before discussion questions, especially 
since the first tip is to read through all the questions 
first., and agreements should happen before 

questions begin. I’ve been moving them in the 
guides and web copy – not sure if that edit has been 
rejected or just is c+p from prior unedited docs. 

https://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/groupagree
https://justleadwa.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Tool-D-Community-Agreements-Final.pdf
https://www.gsafewi.org/wp-content/uploads/Sample-Group-Agreements.pdf
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Questions for Discussion 

• What are your hopes and fears about participating in this conversation?  

• What are your hopes and fears for your young children or the children in your care? What do you 

hope they will learn? 

• What were you taught as a child about why we celebrate Thanksgiving? How were Native 

Americans depicted in your history of Thanksgiving? If you had Native American classmates, how do 

you think they felt about the narrative you learned about Thanksgiving? 

• How did you talk to your children about Thanksgiving? Did you mention the true history of the 

colonization of Native Americans? 

• Vanessa Goodthunder mentioned that there are only five people that are original Dakota speakers. 

About 30 more, including Goodthunder, learned Dakota as an adult. Imagine for a moment what it 

must feel like to have your native language almost eradicated. How do you think it would make you 

feel? React? See the world? 

• Goodthunder uses language as a way to heal the Dakota community from historical trauma. How 

can you use language in your current content to help people heal? 

• Goodthunder talked about the traumatic experiences of the boarding schools. Discuss what you 

know of boarding school history. 

• Goodthunder referred to Christopher Columbus as a colonizer. How did that make you feel when 

she said that? Do you agree with that depiction? 

• In some spaces, it has become appropriate to do land acknowledgements to recognize that the land 

we are living on was taken from Native Americans. Have you ever given or written a land 

acknowledgement? If not, what would you say in it?  

• After hearing Goodthunder, will you talk about the origins of Thanksgiving differently? 

Closing the Discussion 

As you are closing your discussion, encourage people to learn which tribe used to live on the land they now 

live on and challenge them to write their own land acknowledgement. Acknowledge key points and lessons 

learned during the discussion. Finally, share additional resources participants can use to continue learning. 

Additional Resources 

These resources provide guidance on teaching young children about Thanksgiving in a socially responsible 

way: 

• “Rethinking Thanksgiving Celebrations: Native Perspectives on Thanksgiving,” from the National 

Museum of the American Indian 

 

• “Talking to Kids About Thanksgiving: Center Truth, Connection and Being Grateful,” from PBS SoCal  
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https://americanindian.si.edu/nk360/informational/rethinking-thanksgiving
https://www.pbssocal.org/education/talking-to-kids-about-thanksgiving-center-truth-connection-and-being-grateful
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Recommended books about Thanksgiving from American Indians in Children's Literature: 

• “Native American Perspectives on Thanksgiving” from Project Archaeology 

 

• "How To Teach Kids the Real History of Thanksgiving," from Parents Together 

 

 

Additional resources on the Dakota community and culturally specific early childhood programs: 

• C̣aƞṡayapi Waḳaƞyeża Owayawa Oṭi 

• Lower Sioux Indian Community 

• Niniijaanis One of Ones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Early Risers is produced and distributed by Minnesota Public Radio. This discussion guide was created in partnership with 

Think Small Institute, and was prepared and presented by Little Moments Count and Minnesota Public Radio, 2021. 
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